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Within the exponential surge in the global data

traffic, there is a clear need for the development

of radically different methods for coding,

transmission, and (pre&post) processing of

information to mitigate nonlinearities and to

estimate important network parameters. The

training of a new generation of engineers with

expertise in optical communications, nonlinear

science methods, digital signal processing (DSP),

and the design of implementable algorithms is

of high importance.

From the industry perspective, the design of

practical and implementable processing

algorithms requires knowledge of ASICs and

real-world conditions and restrictions. The multi-

national&multi-interdisciplinary European

Industrial Doctorate REAL-NET provides timely

doctoral training for 6 Ph.D. students through

industry-relevant research (50% stay in industry)

in a fast-growing area of high practical

relevance. Solutions identified within REAL-NET

will enable to overcome a possible traffic crunch

by achieving a manifold increase in the fiber-

optic transmission speed.

In this Research Bulletin, we will tell more about

our ESR's topics, theses, and current progress. 

REAL-NET
European Industrial Doctorate

OUTPUT
PAPERS BY ESRS: 8

CONFERENCE TALKS BY ESRS: 6

TRAINING EVENTS: 13 

OUTREACH&DISSEMINATION
ACTIVITIES: 7 

CONSORTIUM



COST-EFFICIENT
AGGREGATION
NETWORKS PLANNING

ESR1
M O H A M M A D  H O S S E I N I

Host Institution
A S T O N  U N I V E R S I T Y

This research project is led by Aston

University (Prof. S.Turitsyn) and the

industrial partner, Infinera (Dr. João Pedro).

It aims at reducing the CAPEX of metro

aggregation networks by the help novel

transceivers.

Relevance and impact: Communication

networks are complex; having different

layers and segments makes them

challenging to be developed economically.

Therefore, it is essential to have proper

strategies for tackling this problem in

different areas, from access to the metro to

backbone segments. The primary goal is to

seek cost-effective solutions in metro

networks, which act as bridges between

access and backbone networks, using point

to multi-point (P2MP) transceivers. 

Summary of progress: At the first step, several

integer linear programming models have been

developed for P2MP deployments. The results

for a reference network revealed P2MP could

meet the given traffic demands with about 30%

less cost compared to traditional transceivers.

In addition, different survivable networks

scenarios, including link protection and hub

protection, have been investigated through the

modified versions of developed integer linear

programming models and shown significant

interface cost reduction. Reducing the number

of transceivers leads to fewer router interfaces

meaning less expense in the IP layer. 



MACHINE LEARNING
TECHNIQUES FOR
NONLINEARITY
MITIGATION IN OPTICAL
COHERENT SYSTEMS

ESR2
P E D R O  F R E I R E

Host Institution
A S T O N  U N I V E R S I T Y

Despite the broad number of solutions and

models considered in the literature for

nonlinear channel equalization, none of the

studied NN-based equalizers has been

converted into a practical working DSP

solution so far. To become a practical

impairment mitigation method, the NN-based

equalizers must satisfy some straightforward

requirements. First, it is natural to expect

that the NN-based equalizers must perform

better than the existing alternative methods,

such as the Volterra or DBP equalizers.  Also,

the NN-equalizers' computational complexity

should at least be comparable to that of

other available DSP blocks. Lastly, the NN-

based solutions must be generalizable, i.e.

they should demonstrate sufficient flexibility

to work satisfactorily in different

transmission scenarios with high adaptability

and reconfigurability.

This thesis will investigate how to create

neural networks that perform well, with a

focus on the impact of computational

complexity on equalizer performance and

how to make them more adaptable to

different transmission scenarios.

Relevance and impact: The imminent

deployment of 5G-networks and the Internet

of Things, together with services such as

4k/8k HDTV, define even more stringent

requirements for the underlying optical

networks. Now, operators and system

vendors are seeking for alternatives to cope

with these challenges and to simultaneously

maximize their investments by evaluating

solutions that allow to replace or install the

minimum number of network elements. Our

results show a very attractive technical

solution for the operators that seek to

reduce the penalty introduced by the

transceiver components and fiber

transmission, thus relaxing their

specifications.



Our results are relevant to the research

related to finding a new relatively universal

way by which the various optical transmission

impairments can be mitigated, and to the

application of the artificial intelligence tools

for digital signal processing. The proposed

neural network design can be used across

areas of science and technology. We believe

that these topics can be of interest not only

to specialists in optical communications but

also to the broader scientific communities.

Summary of progress: We have already

published several works in this direction.  The

work “Complex-valued neural network design

for mitigation of signal distortions in optical

links” shows a novel type of neural network

equalizer that is physically inspired and

produces great gains in the Q-factor of the

system with comparable computational

complexity levels.  The work “Performance

versus complexity study of neural network

equalizers in coherent optical systems” made

a major advance in the field by introducing

the derivation of computational complexity in

a variety of neural networks and the study of

the trade-off between the computational

complexity of the equalizers and their

performance in terms of signal equalization

quality. The work “Transfer Learning for

Neural Networks-based Equalizers in

Coherent Optical Systems” shows for the first

time that the transfer learning technique can

be applied to signal distortion mitigation in

optical coherent communications, providing

the required flexibility, adaptability, and

generalizability that the neural network-

based equalizers needed for real

implementation.



LOW COMPLEXITY REAL-
TIME IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE BACKPROPAGATION
BASED ON THE SSFM AND
VOLTERRA SERIES

ESR3
M O H A N N A D  A B U -

R O M O H
Host Institution
T E L E C O M  P A R I S T E C H

The objective of this project is to design low-

complexity channel equalization techniques

using neural networks that are realistically-

implementable in an industrial environment. We

mainly focus on one type of channel distortions

called Kerr nonlinearity, which is the dominant

effect in high-transmission power. Proper

mitigation of channel effects increases the

achievable transmission rate. We design efficient

and low-complexity systems to mitigate channel

effects over transmitted signals.

Relevance and impact: Optical fiber

transmission systems rely on the fast processing

of signals in order to achieve high transmission

rates. Channel equalization is a key step to

decode the signal successfully, however not all

effects are equalized due to hardware

computational power limitations. Linear effects

such as chromatic dispersion and polarization

mode dispersion can be efficiently equalized with

pre-existing technologies.

Equalization of nonlinear effects, however, entails

higher complexity which pushes network operators into

operating in low transmission power and away from

high transmission power. Machine learning techniques

for nonlinearity mitigation is an emerging research

topic thanks to its great potential in reducing the

complexity of equalization compared to pre-existing

techniques. For this reason, we exploit machine

learning to enhance the quality of transmitted signals

in the presence of nonlinear distortions and hence

increase the achievable transmission rate of optical

fiber networks.

Summary of progress: So far, we were able to reduce

the training complexity of a popular neural network

equalization technique called learned-digital back-

propagation (LDBP). We proposed a model-based

convolutional neural network equalizer with a reduced

number of trainable parameters compared to LDBP.

The reduction in the number of trainable parameters

increases the efficiency of training and reduces the

training requirements of the model, which means that

fewer signal realizations are needed to train the

model.Another problem that we are exploring is the

full-parameterization of coherent receivers using

neural networks, which will allow for significant

complexity reduction compared to currently-deployed

digital signal processing-based receivers. 



LOW-COMPLEXITY REAL-
TIME SUCCESSIVE
INTERFERENCE
CANCELLATION

ESR4
J A M A L  D A R W E E S H

Host Institution
T E L E C O M  P A R I S T E C H

In this project, we focus on the hardware

realization of nonlinear mitigation

methods in optical fiber transmission.

Nonlinear Kerr effect a main limiting factor

of achievable transmission rates in optical

fiber. Various methods were proposed to

mitigate nonlinear effects on propagating

signals, however, these mitigation

methods entail high complexity which

limits their feasibility in real life. Our goal

is to investigate implementation

techniques for the machine learn-ing

based nonlinear mitigation algorithms.

Relevance and impact: In general, the

success of machine learning techniques is

contingent upon the hardware platform's

ability to perform fast. 

With our proposed optimization algorithm we

reduce the size of these mitigation algorithms

in terms of required storage, moreover, we

reduce the latency at inference, making these

algorithms more attractive to implement in the

industry.

Summary of progress: We proposed a low

complex machine learning-based nonlinear

mitigation algorithm to alleviate the effects

introduced by the optical fiber channel. We

proposed a general optimization procedure to

reduce the size and the processing time

required by the machine learning algorithm.

We applied the optimization algorithms to the

proposed architecture and so far we were able

to:

•reduce the required storage size significantly.

•reduce the inference time.

 We are also expanding the algorithm to

further reduce the latency in hardware

implementation. 



A lot of security study has been conducted for

optical networks, but it mainly focuses on the

upper layers, leaving the optical layer insecure

for transport. Making the upper layers secure

on top of the insecure optical layer jeopardizes

the network security. 

Summary of progress: Currently we are

studying the cryptographic techniques that can

be implemented at the optical layer. We can use

cipher algorithms of standard stream ciphers

like, ChaCha or AES in counter mode to produce

a high-quality PRNG which is in general slower

than the line speed requirement of optical

communication and may introduce an

undesired delay in the optical transmission.

Another option can be to use a non-

cryptographic PRNG which can be fast but may

not provide high-quality pseudo-random

sequence. In our design, we are proposing to

use a general-purpose PRNG for stream cipher

because of its high speed and to overcome this

drawback using another cipher after that. Also,

to enable P2MP communication, the study of

the constellation is being conducted, its

feasibility and cost-effectiveness are being

explored too. 

TECHNIQUES FOR
DYNAMIC, EFFICIENT,
AND SECURE OPTICAL
NETWORKS

ESR5
M A S A B  I Q B A L

Host Institution
U N I V E R S I T A T  P O L I T È C N I C A

D E  C A T A L U N Y A

This thesis is about proposing the techniques for

secure and efficient optical networks. It explores

the cryptographic methods that are specially

designed for easy implementation at the optical

layer, currently vulnerable to various security

threats. Along with that, it focuses on the study

of cost-effective and efficient data transmission

techniques that enable the implementation of

point-to-multipoint (P2MP) connections.

Relevance and impact: Many network

applications today can be very cost-effective and

efficient if the connections are point-to-

multipoint (P2MP). Unfortunately, today’s

network architecture is built using point-to-point

(P2P) connections making it expensive and

inefficient for such applications. Also, optical

networks are vulnerable to many security

attacks. Eavesdropping, physical infrastructure

attacks, jamming and interceptions are the most

common attacks optical networks are exposed to. 



Summary of progress: As mentioned, this thesis

focuses on explore low-complexity and

implementable methods for nonlinearity exploitation

and mitigation in different optical network scenarios.

For example, we have suggested using high-order

modulation formats and high symbol rates in hybrid

filterless and filtered optical metro networks

characterized by shorter distances (<200km) thus

avoiding high nonlinear regimes. Notice that, as

higher modulation format, symbol rate, power, and

longer distances as higher is the nonlinear effects,

also depends on fiber parameters. On the other

hand, for longer distances, one option to avoid high

nonlinear regimes is the use of digital subcarrier

multiplexing technology. This will allow us digitally

generate multiples subcarriers and then each one

will work at lower symbol rates than single carrier,

turning them less vulnerable to nonlinear effects. For

example, instead of a single carrier working at 32

Gbaud, we can generate 4 subcarriers at 8 Gbaud.

This technology also opens a lot of possibilities to

optical signal configuration and facilitate the network

management, for example, by adjust the number of

subcarriers at a given time to face the actual traffic

needed, saving power consumption. 

NONLINEARITY
MITIGATION METHODS
IN OPTICAL NETWORKS
ENVIRONMENTS 

ESR6
D I O G O  S E Q U E I R A

Host Institution
U N I V E R S I T A T  P O L I T È C N I C A

D E  C A T A L U N Y A

The main objective of this thesis is to explore low-

complexity and implementable methods for

nonlinearity exploitation and mitigation in optical

network scenarios. These are multi-user systems with

several transmitters (Tx) and receivers (Rx) pairs

sharing the same fiber spans, thus creating different

signal-nonlinear noise interactions in each part of the

network.

Relevance and impact: Nonlinear effects in optical

transmission system are one of the most issues

addressed in recent years by the research community.

Mainly, research in this topic is about methods,

including machine learning algorithms, to compensate

the nonlinear noise effects taking advantage of

advanced digital signal processing blocks at

programmable coherent Tx/Rx. Nonlinear effects

impact can harmfully degrade the overall quality of the

transmission of an optical system. Even more,

nowadays where the use of high-order modulation

formats and high symbol rates, to face the exponential

heterogenous data traffic increase will lead to higher

nonlinear regimes.



2 CONFERENCE TALKS & POSTERS

1 PAPERS

Egor V. Sedov, Pedro J. Freire, Vladimir V. Seredin, Vladyslav A. Kolbasin,
Morteza Kamalian-Kopae, Igor S. Chekhovskoy, Sergei K. Turitsyn, Jaroslaw E.
Prilepsky «Neural networks for computing the continuous nonlinear Fourier
spectrum in focusing nonlinear Schrodinger equation: NFT-Net»
Pedro J. Freire; Vladislav Neskornuik; Antonio Napoli; Bernhard Spinnler;
Nelson Costa; Jaroslaw E. Prilepsky; Emilio Riccardi; Sergei K. Turitsyn
«Experimental Verification of Complex-Valued Artificial Neural Network for
Nonlinear Equalization in Coherent Optical Communication Systems»
Pedro J. Freire, Yevhenii Osadchuk, Bernhard Spinnler, Wolfgang Schairer,
Antonio Napoli, Nelson Costa, Jaroslaw E. Prilepsky, Sergei K. Turitsyn
«Experimental Study of Deep Neural Network Equalizers Performance in Optical
Links»
Pedro J. Freire, Daniel Abode, Jaroslaw E. Prilepsky, Nelson Costa, Bernhard
Spinnler, Antonio Napoli, Sergei K. Turitsyn «Transfer Learning for Neural
Networks-based Equalizers in Coherent Optical Systems»
Pedro J. Freire, Yevhenii Osadchuk, Bernhard Spinnler, Antonio Napoli,
Wolfgang Schairer, Nelson Costa, Jaroslaw E. Prilepsky, Sergei K. Turitsyn
«Performance versus Complexity Study of Neural Network Equalizers in Coherent
Optical Systems»
Pedro J. Freire, Daniel Abode, Jaroslaw E. Prilepsky, Sergei K. Turitsyn «Power
and Modulation Format Transfer Learning for Neural Network Equalizers in
Coherent Optical Transmission Systems»
Pedro J. Freire, Vladislav Neskorniuk, Antonio Napoli, Bernhard Spinner,
Nelson Costa, Ginni Khanna, Emilio Riccardi, Jaroslav E. Prilepsky, Sergei K.
Turitsyn «Complex-valued neural network design for mitigation of signal
distortions in optical links»
Luis Velasco, Sima Barzegar, Diogo Sequeira, Alessio Ferrari, Nelson Costa,
Vittorio Curri, Joao Pedro, Antonio Napoli, Marc Ruiz «Autonomous and Energy
Efficient Lightpath Operation based on Digital Subcarrier Multiplexing»

OUTPUT

ECOC-2021:
Diogo Sequeira «Lightweight Optical Constellation Modeling by Concatenating Artificial
Neural Networks». Also, Diogo has an accepted paper as co-author: «An Autoencoder-
Based Solution for IQ Constellation Analysis».
Pedro Freire «Neural Networks For Nonlinear Fourier Spectrum Computation» (as co-
author)

Advanced Photonics Congress-2021:
Pedro Freire «Power and Modulation Format Transfer Learning for Neural Network
Equalizers in Coherent Optical Transmission Systems»
Mohannad Abu-Romoh «Low Complexity Convolutional Neural Networks for Equalization
in Optical Fiber Transmission»
Diogo Sequeira “Filtering Impact on High-Order Modulation Formats in Hybrid Filterless
and Filtered Optical Metro Networks“

OFC-2021: Pedro Freire “Experimental Study of Deep Neural Network Equalizers
Performance in Optical Links”
ECOC 2020: Pedro Freire «Experimental Verification of Complex-Valued Artificial Neural
Network for Nonlinear Equalization in Coherent Optical Communication Systems» and
«Simplifying the Supervised Learning of Kerr Nonlinearity Compensation Algorithms by Data
Augmentation»
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